CAB Subcommittee (March 6) (red font=CAB recommendation to EPPC for Discussion Items on February 20 and March 6) (purple font=GE course proposals)

CAB ad hoc subcommittee, Open to the Public
March 6, 2:00-3:00, SSC 206
An ad hoc CAB Subcommittee, open to all CAB members and open to the public, will meet to review EPPC feedback from the EPPC Discussion Items on February 20 and March 6. This subcommittee may recommend substitute documents for the GE Minors when they appear as Action Items in CAB on March 10. The agenda for the CAB meeting will appear, as usual, the Friday before the meeting at https://www.csuchico.edu/ge/2021/implementation.shtml.

This document contains courses proposed and recommended for GE Minors by CAB as Introduction Items. The Gender and Sexuality GE Minor was not approved as an Introduction Item by CAB, but the subcommittee will consider EPPC’s feedback and form a recommendation about how to move forward.
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Agriculture, Food, and the Environment

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor  CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

B2
- BIOL 105: Food, Fiber, and Drugs
- PSSC 101: Introduction to Plant Science

C1
- HUMN 281W: Food and Film W GC

D
- ABUS 101: Introduction to Agricultural Business and Economics
- MCGS/SOCI 240 Socioeconomic Class and Food Injustice: Inequities across Class, Race/Ethnicity, and Gender Lines USD

E
- NFSC 100 – Basic Nutrition
- RHPM 270: Food and Beverage Tourism GC

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor  CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B
- PSSC 390: Food Forever: Comparisons of Sustainable Food Production Systems GC F
- PSSC 392: World Food and Fiber Systems GC S

UD-C
- ENGL 338W: Environmental Rhetoric W

UD-D
- ABUS 390: World Food and Hunger Issues GC
Courses Proposed for GE Minor California: People, Place, and Cultures

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

C2
- AIST/ENGL 252: American Indian Literature USD
- RELS 180: Introduction to Spirituality and Religion in California (Previously: Introduction to Religion) GC

D
- FLNG/CHLX/HUMN 254: Chicana/o Arts and Ideas (Previously: S) USD
- GEOG 105W: California Cultural Landscapes W USD

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B
- GEOS 355 Natural Disasters (Previously: Geologic Hazards)

UD-C
- FLNG 355: Bilingualism in North America USD New-to-GE course

UD-D
- ANTH 362W: California Indians (Currently FA) W USD
- MGMT XXX: Socio-Economic Innovation in Far-Northern California (requested W) New-to-GE course
- HIST XXX: California Dreaming (requested USD)
- MCGS XXX: Queer in California
- MGMT XXX: Survey of Business in the North State
- POLS 402: State and Local Government
- RHPM 475: California Tourism: Place and Possibilities
- SOSC 302: Temporal Concepts: California Ethnic History USD
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Equity, Ethics, and Policy

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

C1
- THEA 252: Politics, Performance, and Power

C2
- AIST/HIST 230: The American Indian USD F
- AFAM/HIST 231: African American History USD S
- PHIL 104: The Good Life

D
- ANTH 116: Power, Violence, and Inequality GC
- CHLX/SOCI 157: Introduction to Latinx USD (Previously F)
- POLS 101: Vital Political Problems
- POLS 112: Law, Politics, and the Distribution of Justice USD F
- POLS 250: Introduction to Criminal Justice USD S
- SWRK 170: Social Welfare Institutions: A Response to Power and Scarcity

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B
- BIOL 303: Human Genetics
- BIOL 322W: Science and Human Values
- GEOS XXX: Water Equity and Power New course

UD-C
- HUMN 300W: Conservatives and Liberals (Previously: Great Books and Ideas, Arts/Humanities and GC) W USD

UD-D
- GEOG 352: The United States USD
- POLS/WMST 324W: Women and Politics W F
- POLS/MCGS 401W Sexual Minorities Law/Politics W USD S
- POLS 365W Theories, Practices, and Administration of Justice W USD
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Gender and Sexuality

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

C1
- ARTH 130: Art History Survey: 1800 to the Present USD

C2
- RELS 275W/WMST 275W: Women and Religion GC

D
- JOUR/WMST 211: Gender and Sexuality in the Media USD (Previously: Women, Men, and the Media)

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B
- BIOL 323: Biology of Sex
- NURS/WMST 326W: Perspectives on Gender and Disease W
- PHHA/WMST 368: Women's Health

UD-C
- MCGS 310W Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Issues and Identities W USD
- MCGS/THEA 315: Performance of Identity USD
- HIST/WMST 335: Gender and Sexuality in American History (Previously: Women and Gender in American History) USD S
- HIST/WMST 326: Gender and Sexuality in European History GC F

UD-D
- CHLD 333W: Children's Gender and Sexuality Development W USD
- PSYC 345: Psychology of Women
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Global Studies

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

C1

- ARTH 150: Survey of Arts of the Americas, Oceania, and Africa GC
- ENGL 203: Global Interpretations of Shakespeare in Film (Previously: Shakespeare in Film)
- KINE 152: Introduction to Dance
- THEA 251: World Theatre (Previously: F)

C2

- ENGL 258W: World Literature W GC
- Any Foreign Language Course GC

D

- ANTH 113: Human Cultural Diversity GC
- ANTH/ASST 200: Cultures of Asia GC S
- AAST/ASST110W W GC (Previously: F)
- GEOG 102: Peoples, Places, and Environments GC
- HIST 101: World History to 1400 GC
- HIST 102: World History from 1400 GC
- POLS 102 Politics of the Developing World GC
- WMST 233: Women Internationally GC

E

- INST 110W: Introduction to International Engagement W USD
- KINE 247: World Sports and Games GC

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B

- NFSC 310: Global Nutrition (Previously: Ecology of Human Nutrition) GC

UD-C

- PHIL 341W Justice and Global Issues W GC
- RELS 332 World Religions and Global Issues GC

UD-D

- ANTH 376W: Africa: Change and Continuity W GC F
- ANTH 377W: Anthropology of the Islamic World W GC S
- GEOG 301: Global Economic Geography W GC
- GEOG 303: Geography and World Affairs GC
- PHHA 323: International Health
- SOCI 354: Global Perspectives on Ethnicity and Nationalism GC S
- SOCI 370: Population and Migration GC F
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Health and Wellness

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

B2
- BIOL 103: Human Anatomy
- BIOL 104: Human Physiology

C2
- RELS 110: Introduction to Wellness Traditions of Asia (Previously: Asian Religions) GC

D
- ANTH 140: Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion GC
- NFSC 200W Healthy at Every Size: A Non-Diet Approach to Wellness W USD
- PSYC 152: Developmental Wellness

E
- RHPM 180: Health and Wellness Through Lifelong Leisure (Previously: Leisure and Life)

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UB-B
- BIOL 318: Biology of Childhood
- BIOL 345: Health and Lifestyle Diseases
- NFSC 303: Nutrition and Physical Fitness

UD-C
- ENGL 342W: Literature of the Child W
- PHIL 327W: Health Ethics W

UD-D
- CHLD 360: Social-Emotional Intelligence: Development and Learning
- RHPM 360: Recreation Therapy for Older Adults (requested USD)
- SOCI 363: Sociology of Human Stress
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Innovation, Design, and the Arts

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

C1

- ARTH 100: Art Appreciation Multicultural Perspectives
- CAGD 110: Computer-Assisted Art I
- THEA 110: Introduction to Theatre Arts (Previously: Introduction to the Theatre)

D

- JOUR 210: Pop Culture, Media and Values (Previously: Popular Culture, Mass Media and American Values)

UD-E

- MADT 102 Design Thinking

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B

- MATH XXX: Explorations in Mathematical Art and Design
- RHPM 300: Data-Driven Decision Making in RHPM (requested USD)
- TECH 380W Inventing the Future

UD-C

- FLNG 340W: World Literature in Translation (Previously S: Literary Masterpieces in Translation)

UD-D

- CSCI 431: Usability Engineering
- MADT 307: Technology and Communication
- RHPM 301: Developing Leadership Potential
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Race, Ethnicity, and Sovereignty

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor
CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

C1
- ARTH 110: Art History Survey: Prehistory to Medieval GC F
- ARTH 120: Art History Survey: Renaissance to 1800 GC S

C2
- LAST/PHIL 226 Latin American Philosophy GC

D
- AFAM 170: Intro to Black/African-American Studies (Previously: Introduction to African American Studies) USD
- AIST 170: Introduction to the Field of American Indian / U.S. Native American Studies (Previously: Introduction to American Indian Studies) USD
- CHLX/SOCI 157: Introduction to Latinx USD (Previously F)
- AIST/ANTH 261: Peoples and Cultures of Native North America USD F
- LAST 110: Introduction to Latin American Studies GC
- MCGS 155W Introduction to Multicultural and Gender Studies W USD

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor
CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B
- BIOL XXX California Ethnobotany New Course

UD-C
- ENGL 364W: American Ethnic and Regional Literature in Focus W USD
- PHIL 337W: Philosophy of Race W

UD-D
- PSYC 391: Psychology of Prejudice, Hate, and Violence USD
Courses Proposed for GE Minor Science, Technology, and Society

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor

CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

B2
- ANTH 111: Introduction to Biological Anthropology (Previously: Survey of Physical Anthropology)

C1
- MADT 217: Social Media Photography (F)
- MADT 218: Social Media Storytelling (S)

C2
- PHIL 133: Philosophy and Video Games
- TECH 182: Science Fiction

D
- TECH 180: Invention and Innovation

E
- CSCI 102: Living with Technology
- JOUR 255W, Digital Literacy and Media Technology (Previously: Digital Media Literacy & Civic Engagement) W (department wants to also offer non-W sections)

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor on Form 2 (December 20) - CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

UD-B
- BIOL 302W: Evolution W
- SCED 300W Science Behind Modern Technology (Previously: Revolutionary Ideas in the Natural Sciences) W

UD-C
- ENGL 350W: Science, Technology, and the Literature of Cultural Change W USD
- HIST 381: The Scientific Revolution (previously Modern Latin America) GC
- PHIL 370W: Philosophy of Science W

UD-D
- GEOG 103W: Mobile, Wired, and Tracked: Our Digital Planet W (requested UD)
- PSYC 321: Brain, Mind, and Behavior
- RELS/SOCI 241 (to UD): Science, Technology, and Religion (Previously: Science and Religion as LD C2, crosslisting with PHIL 204 would be removed) GC
Courses Proposed for GE Minor

Sustainability and Climate Change

GE Minors will include a minimum of one course from each Upper-Division GE Area (Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning; Arts and Humanities; and Social Sciences), and a minimum of three courses from different Lower-Division GE Areas or Subareas. Each GE Minor must ensure that students will fulfill their USD, GC, and at least one W requirement.

Lower-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor on Form 2 (December 20) - CAB will recommend a minimum of three courses from different GE areas:

- **A3**
  - GEOS 104 Inquiry into the Science of Climate Change (Previously: Inquiry into Earth and Environmental Sciences)

- **B1**
  - GEOG 101W: Physical Geography **W**
  - GEOG 106: The American West **USD**
  - GEOS 101: Our Changing Planet (Previously: General Geology)
  - GEOS 110: Oceanography
  - GEOS 130: Introduction to Environmental Science

- **B2**
  - BIOL 102: Introduction to Living Systems
  - ENVL 105W (BIOL 106W): Environmental Literacy

- **C2**
  - PHIL 129 Environmental Ethics

- **D**
  - ANTH 112: Introduction to Archaeology (Previously: Society, Time, and Archaeology) **GC**
  - HIST 205W: Global Environmental History (Previously 105) **W GC**
  - RHPM 210: Parks and Protected Areas, Sustainability and Climate Change (Previously: Your American Lands)

Upper-Division Courses Proposed for the GE Minor on Form 2 (December 20) - CAB will recommend a minimum of one course from each area:

- **UD-B**
  - BIOL 334 Conservation Ecology
  - GEOS 330W Environmental Science **W**
  - GEOS XXX Sustainability of Maritime Environments: The Fate of People and the Sea

- **UD-C**
  - ENGL 330W: Introduction to Technical Writing **W**
  - HIST 341: American Environment **USD**

- **UD-D**
  - GEOG 304: Sustainability and Climate Change Issues (Previously: Sustainability Issues)
  - SOCI 420: Environmental Sociology **USD**